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ABSTRACT 
 

The present study of the researcher assesses the measuring financial performer of Pakistani Commercial Banks 

Karachi stock exchange in Pakistan for the years of (2007-2012). Carefully taken 7 Pakistani Commercial Banks, 

selected secondary data the balance sheet annual report for this study is used. Poles apart financial ratio used to trial 

the financial player of the Pakistani Commercial Banks like ROA, ROE and remaining financial ratio for the 

valuation of financial player that is Return on Advances, Return on Deposits to Assets, Return on Investment to 

Assets, Return on Operating Fixed Assets that how the banks spending their Asset for the Financial performance. 

The study result of examine we finding that the banking having surplus Average Assets, Equity, Advances, Deposits, 

Fixed Assets have improved financial performance of the Pakistani Commercial Banks. 

Keywords :  Commercial Banking Sectors in Pakistan and financial performance. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Commercial banks run a significant role in the economic 

resource division of nations. The channel funds from 

account holder to venture capitalist ongoing. They can 

see consequently, if they produce indispensable profit to 

cover their operational charge they gain in the due 

progress. On another argument for sustainable inter-

mediation task, banking requirement to be gainful and 

past the inter-mediation purpose, the monetary 

performance of banks has life-threatening implications 

for economic development of nations. Positive monetary 

performance prizes the owners for their investment. 

These in opportunity, raise your spirits surplus 

investment and gets nearly economic development. 

Another side, reduced banks performance can top to 

banking disaster and crisis which have bad outcomes on 

the economic development. 

 

So, financial performance examination of commercial 

banks has been of huge interest to academic research 

meanwhile the huge Declining Imprison the (1940’s). In 

the most contemporary two periods studies have 

presented that commercial banks in SSA (Sub-Saharan 

Africa) are further gainful than the recreation of the 

world with an average Return on Assets of 2% (Flamini 

et al., 2009). 

 

The most important aims behind huge return in the state 

were investment in uncertain ventures. Another likely 

aim for the huge profitability in commercial banks 

industry in Sub-Saharan Africa is the life of large 

interval among the demand for bank facility and the 

supply there off. The Sub-Saharan Africa the sum of 

banks are insufficient compared to the demand for the 

facilities; as a outcome there is a smaller amount rivalry 

and banking cost huge interest rates. This is specifically 

spot-on in East Africa where the little government 

owned banks income the lion's portion of the market. 

The positions of commercial banks can be influenced by 

inside and outside features (Al-Tamimi, 2010). 

 

These features can be confidential into banks specific or 

inside and macro-economic variables. The inside 

features are separable banks individualities which 

influenced the banks performance. These features are 

fundamentally affected by the inside resolutions of 

management and board. The outside features are zone 

extensive or nationwide features which are past the 

handle of the firm and influence the profitability of the 

banking. 
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II. METHODS AND MATERIAL 
 

A. Problem Statement and Objectives of the Study 

The banking sectors play significant role in economic 

growth but most of the studies are presented other 

sectors of this economy that’s way we have mentioned 

this zone for study and the key objective are; to 

investigate the financial performance of Commercial 

banking sectors in Pakistan. 

 

B. Literature Review 

Ongore & Kusa, (2013) in their prior Studies on 

moderating influence of proprietorship organization on 

bank position are scanty. To block this patent breach in 

this vital zone of study, the researchers used Generalized 

Least Square and linear multiple regression model on 

panel data to estimation the parameters. The results 

show that bank exact features significantly affect the 

performance of commercial banks in Kenya, except for 

liquidity variable. But the overall influence of macro-

economic variables was inadequate at five percent 

significance level. The moderating role of proprietorship 

characteristics on the financial position of commercial 

banks was insignificant but not five percent significance 

level. Thus, it can be resolved that the financial position 

of commercial banks in Kenya is determined chiefly by 

board and supervision decisions, while macro-economic 

features have insignificant involvement. 

According to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) the study assess 

the financial position of the Pakistani Commercial 

Banks. Sample seven commercial banks were mentioned, 

used from financial statements of listed banks and nature 

of data is secondary. Differ financial ratios use to pattern 

the financial position of the Pakistani Commercial 

Banks. The study result revealed that the banks having 

additional average assets, equity, advances, deposits, 

fixed assets have superior financial position. 

 

Faisal, Abbas, (2012) in this investigation assess the 

financial position of Pakistani banking sectors. The aims 

for choosing this era is promptly development of the 

Pakistani banking sectors and in future variation in 

banks of a financial position. Additional 20 method 

Pakistani banks and available of those he have 

mentioned highest 5 banks of a scheduled. Their web is 

composing of in excess of four thousand offices. The 

investigators utilized differ ratio to assess the financial 

position of the banks. They researcher show that banks 

having further Total Assets, Total equity and Total 

operating fixed assets have positive financial position or 

not  means that the banks having huge total assets; huge 

total operating fixed assets and huge equity have 

positive performer. 

 

Mohd Kamal, Mat, Rahim, Husin, & Ismail, (years 

synonimus) in this study found that the intellectual 

resource is a significant component of the idea clarifying 

company’s position. The determination of this study is 

to control the association among the smooth of 

intellectual resources good organization in positions of 

Human Resources, Resources Employed and Structural 

Resources with the Malaysia commercial banking 

position from the old-style accounting basis outlook that 

involves of Return on Assets and Return on Equity. 

They whole outcomes showed the association among 

intellectual resources with position of eighteen 

Malaysian commercial banking. As well, the outcomes 

presented importance influence of intellectual resources 

variables viz. Value-added Resources Employed, Value-

added Human Resources in the direction of banking 

performance. It is recommended that intellectual 

resources ensure stuffs and should be related to firm 

productivity. They paper indicates that the significance 

of intellectual resources should be highlighted not 

individual to the commercial banks but correspondingly 

to the developing market of Malaysian Islamic banking 

or several other manufacturing for upcoming 

investigation. 

  

WEBB, November, (2003) In their previous paper 

article uses DEA window examination in instruction to 

examine the comparative good organization stages of 

big United Kingdom selling banking for the period of 

transition (1982 to 1995). It inventions that for the whole 

section, the mean inadequacy stages are less in 

evaluation to previous revisions, that the whole extended 

path middling efficiency development is decreasing and 

that wholly banks  they study display falling stages of 

good organization above the whole time era. It then 

spirits on to disaggregate effectiveness hooked on scale 

and clean technical good organization and inventions 

that: first scale ineffectiveness overlook clean technical 

ineffectiveness; second fewer large banks are further 

probable to noise technical ineffectiveness and three for 
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the duration of 1990s banks with Asset stages above 

£105 billion suffer declining incomes to scale. 

 

According to Fethi & Pasiouras, (2009.02) the prior 

study is a complete examination of one hundred seventy 

nine which work in operation investigation and Artificial 

Intellect methods in the valuation of bank position. We 

initially argue several bids of data envelopment 

examination which is the greatest extensively useful 

operation investigation method in the ground. They 

argue bids of further methods like neural webs, 

livelihood direction technologies, and multi-criteria 

assessment aid that have as well been utilized in past 

years, in bank disaster prediction analysis and the 

valuation of bank solvency and deficit. 

 

Chatterjee, Das, & Gupta, (2014) they study found that 

attempts to investigate the influence of office stage good 

organization, overall feature production, development 

and right of way area advancing of on their cost-

effectiveness and control the features that expressively 

guidance the good organization of these banks in 3 

mentioned regressive regions of West Bengal by 

utilizing Malmquist production alphabetical listing and 

Data Envelopment Examination. 

 

Mohamed & Khalid, (2014) in their prior study is 

Granting, there is superior sum of issued investigates in 

banking effectiveness, slight determination has been 

take on they study the impact of financial crisis on 

Omani banking performance. They study Whole 

outcomes display that the influence of global monetary 

disaster on the Omani banking has not been important. 

As an alternative; the examination make known there is 

a statistically unimportant development in the 

effectiveness of banks’ in Omani position subsequent 

global monetary disaster. Moreover; the study displays 

that the resident commercial banks have an 

extraordinary point of pliability and strength. 

 

According to Ali, Raza, (2012)  In this study found that 

the aim is to compare the financial position of public 

banks sectors in Pakistan and position them to the 

economic indicators several financial ratios’ like 

advance, total assets, deposit, profit before tax, 

investment and return on assets has been mentioned for 

the assessing of the examination. There are five public 

banks sectors was mentioned for financial working the 

nature of the data was secondary for the period of 2006 

to 2010. This paper result show that the public banks 

sectors vary as the financial ratio varies is the goal of 

this study. 

 

C. Research Methodology 

Designed for each investigation work methodology is 

essential portion and each investigation has its 

individual methodology, so we give details the 

methodology of our study work in this division of 

investigation.  

 

Population of the study 

 

The population of this study is the commercial banks of 

Pakistan and due to time drawback we cannot comprise 

as whole banks. Data is secondary in nature and source 

is state bank of Pakistan site, collected from the financial 

statement analysis (FSA). We used non-probability 

sampling in the non-probability sampling we selected 

purposive sampling.  

 

Sample of the study 

 

The sample for this study was select top seven 

commercial banks including all branches in Pakistan. 

The banking sector is one of the major service sectors in 

Pakistan there are different categories of banks in 

Pakistan but we have selected commercial banks for this 

research. In this research we use different financial 

variables such like return on equity which show the 

overall performance of banks.  

 

Source of Data 

 

Secondary data was collected from the annual reports of 

banks by using the consolidated balance sheet and profit 

and loss accounts of the banks for the period six years 

(2007-2012). Data are used from state bank of Pakistan 

web site (publications-Financial statement analysis of 

companies (Non-financial) listed at Karachi Stock 

Exchange).  

 

Explanation and Formulas of Variable:  

 

The formula for ROE is net profit after taxes divided by 

shareholders equity second variable is return on assets 

which show the profitability of banks the formula is net 
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profit after taxes divided by total assets. The variable is 

return on equity (ROC). The research is made for the 

same purpose. Therefore we selected top seven 

commercial banks form Pakistan which is more than 

twenty scheduled banks with wide network of branches.  

Financial performance is the dependent variable which 

is measured by return on equity (ROE), return on assets 

(ROA), Return on operating fixed assets (ROFA) 

Growth and Average of the assets and equity. Other 

variables Investment to total assets which were used for 

financial performance of banks and ratio of advances to 

assets and ratio of capital to deposits are also used for 

the financial performance of banks. The variables used 

for the financial performance of banks are; Return on 

Assets, It is a measure of profit per dollar of assets and 

also called profitability ratio. Return on Equity measure 

earning power on shareholders equity. Return on 

Operating Fixed Assets indicates that how the bank 

using their operating fixed assets and what is the 

contribution of the operating fixed assets in the 

performance of the banks. Ratio of Advances to assets is 

the major resources with the help of which banks are 

able to increase their earnings.  Ratio of Capital to 

Deposits with the help of deposits banks are able to lend 

more and generate income and on the other hand pay 

interest on the deposits, Investment to total assets ratio, 

The ratio is used to recognize the segment of total assets 

which is used for investment in various areas. 
 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

Table-A1: Ratio of Capital to Deposits (Values in 

Thousand) 

 
Source: financial statement analysis(2007-2012). 

 

The above table-A1 result show that the average ratio of 

capital to deposits is as under in these year the 1
st
 

performer bank is at Bank of Khyber, 2
nd

 performer is at 

Muslim Commercial Bank, 3
rd

 performer is at National 

Bank Pakistan, 4
th
 performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 5

th
 

performer is at United Bank Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at 

Allied Bank Ltd and 7
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab. 

So that the average ratio as whole of the banks have 

different from each other and all result have similar to 

Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014). 

 

 
Figure-A1 : Ratio of Capital to Deposits 

 

The figure-A1 result show that the average ratio of 

capital to deposits is as under is as under in these year 

the 1st performer bank is at Bank of Khyber, 2nd 

performer is at MCB, 3rd performer is at NBP, 4th 

performer is at HBL, 5th performer is at UBL, 6th 

performer is at ABL and 7th performer is at BOP. So 

that the average ratio as whole of the banks have 

different from each other and all result have similar to 

Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014). 

 

Table-A2: Investment and Their Growth (Values in 

Thousand) 

 
Source: financial statement analysis (2007-2012). 

 

According to the above table-A2 it is finding show that 

the growth rate and average ratio of the banks are 

different. The growth are defined on by taking 2007 as a 

base year on the base of growth Bank of Khyber is 1st 

performer bank, 2nd performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank, 3rd performer is at United Bank Ltd, 

4th performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 5th performer is at 

Bank of Punjab, 6th performer is at National Bank 

Pakistan and 7th performer is at Habib Bank Ltd. Now 

on the base of average investment National Bank 

Pakistan is at 1st performer bank, Habib Bank Ltd is at 

2nd performer, Muslim Commercial Bank is at 3rd 

performer, United Bank Ltd is at 4th performer, Allied 

Bank Ltd is at 5th performer, Bank of Punjab is at 6th 

performer and Bank of Khyber is at 7th performer. The 

table-A2 all result have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, 
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(2014) and Ali raza paper only National Bank Pakistan 

is at similar performer in average investment. 

 

 
Figure-A2 : Investment and Their Growth 

 

The figure-A2 result show that the growth rate and 

average of the banks are varies. The growth rate are 

defined on by taking 2007 as a base year on the base of 

growth rate Bank of Khyber is 1st performer bank, 

Muslim Commercial Bank is at 2nd  performer, United 

Bank Ltd is at 3rd performer, Allied Bank Ltd is at 4th 

performer, Bank of Punjab is at 5th performer, National 

Bank Pakistan is at 6th performer and Habib Bank Ltd is 

at 7th performer . Now on the base of average 

investment National Bank Pakistan is at 1st performer 

bank , 2nd performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 3rd 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank, 4th performer 

is at United Bank Ltd, 5th performer is at Allied Bank 

Ltd, 6th performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7th 

performer is at Bank of Khyber. The figure-A2 all result 

have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and Ali raza 

paper only National Bank Pakistan is at similar 

performer in average investment.  

 

Table-A3: Investment to Total Assets Ratio 

 
Source: financial statement analysis(2007-2012). 

 

According to the above table-A3 the investment to total 

assets are specified for the period of (2007-2012) for 

every mentioned pakistani commerical bank. Now on 

the base of average ratio Bank of Khyber is a 1st 

performer bank, 2nd performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 

3rd performer is at United Bank Ltd, 4th performer is at 

National Bank Pakistan, 5th performer is at Habib Bank 

Ltd, 6th performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7th 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank. The table-A3 

all result have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and 

Ali raza paper only National Bank Pakistan is a similar 

4th performer in investment to total assets ratio the other 

ratio are vary.  

 

 
Figure-A3 : Investment to Total Assets Ratio 

 

The figure-A3 result shows that the ratio of investment 

to total assets is specified for the period of (2007-2012) 

for every mentioned pakistani commerical bank. Now on 

the base of average ratio Bank of Khyber is a 1st 

performer bank, 2nd performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 

3rd performer is at United Bank Ltd, 4th performer is at 

National Bank Pakistan, 5th performer is at Habib Bank 

Ltd, 6th performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7th 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank. The figure-

A3 all result have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and 

Ali raza paper only National Bank Pakistan is a similar 

4th performer  in investment to total assets ratio and the 

remaining ratio are vary.  

 

Table-A4: Advances to Assets and Their Growth (Values in 

Thousand) 

 
Source: financial statement analysis (2007-2012). 

 

In the above table-A4 the growth rate of the banks is 

defined on by taking (2007) as a base year. The growth 

rate Bank of Khyber is 1st performer bank, 2nd 

performer is at National Bank Pakistan, 3rd performer is 

at Allied Bank Ltd, 4th performer is at United Bank Ltd, 

5th performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 6th performer is at 

Bank of Punjab and 7th performer is at Muslim 
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Commercial Bank. On the base of average advances to 

assets National Bank Pakistan is a 1st performer bank, 

2nd performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 3rd performer is at 

United Bank Ltd, 4th performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank, 6th performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 

6th performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7th performer is 

at Bank of Khyber. The table-A4 all result have similar 

to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and Ali raza paper have only 

National Bank Pakistan is a matching performer in 

average advances to assets. 

 

 
Figure-A4 : Advances to Assets and Their Growth 

 

The figure-A4 result show that the growth rate of the 

banks is defined by taking (2007) as a base year. The 

bank growth rate are 1
st
 performer is at Bank of Khyber , 

2
nd

 performer is at National Bank Pakistan, 3
rd

 performer 

is at Allied Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at United Bank 

Ltd, 5
th
 performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 6

th
 performer is 

at Bank of Punjab and 6
th
 performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank. On the base of average advances to 

assets National Bank Pakistan is a 1
st
 performer bank, 

2
nd

 performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 performer is at 

United Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank, 5
th
 performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 

6
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab, 6

th
 performer is at 

Bank of Khyber. The figure-A4 all result have similar to 

Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and Ali raza paper have only 

National Bank Pakistan is a similar performer in average 

advances to assets ratio. 

 

Table-A5 : Advances to Assets Ratio (Values in Thousand) 

 

 
Source: Financial statementanalysis (2007-2012). 

 

According to the above table-A5 the Advances to Assets 

Ratio are specified for the period of (2007-2012) on the 

base of average ratio as whole of the banks have vary 

financial ratio. Bank of Punjab is 1
st
 performer bank in 

average ratio, 2
nd

 performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 

performer is at United Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at 

National Bank Pakistan, 5
th
 performer is at Habib Bank 

Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at Bank of Khyber and 7

th
 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank. The table-A5 

all result have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and 

Ali raza paper Bank of Punjab is at similar performer in 

Advances to assets ratio and the remaining ratio are vary 

from one another. 

 
Figure-5 : Advances to Assets Ratio 

 

The figure-A5 result show that the Advances to Assets 

Ratio are specified for the period of (2007-2012) on the 

base of average ratio as whole of the banks have vary 

financial ratio. Bank of Punjab is 1
st
 performer bank in 

average ratio, 2
nd

 performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 

performer is at United Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at 

National Bank Pakistan, 5
th
 performer is at Habib Bank 

Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at Bank of Khyber and 7

th
 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank. The figure-

A5 all result have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and 

Ali raza paper Bank of Punjab is at similar performer in 

Advances to assets ratio the further ratio are vary from 

one another.  

 

Table-A6 : Deposits and Their Growth (Values in Thousand) 

 
Source: Financial statement analysis (2007-2012). 

 

According to the above table-A6 the growth is defined 

by taking (2007) as a base year and at finding show that 
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as whole of the banking have vary growth rate. Now on 

the base of growth Bank of Khyber is 1
st
 performer bank 

in this year, 2
nd

 performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 

performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at 

United Bank Ltd, 5
th
 performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank, 6
th
 performer is at National Bank 

Pakistan and 7
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab. On the 

base of average National Bank Pakistan is at 1
st
 

performer bank, 2
nd

 performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 

performer is at United Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at 

Muslim Commercial Bank, 5
th

 performer is at Allied 

Bank Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7

th
 

performer is at Bank of Khyber. The table-A6 all result 

have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and Ali raza 

paper only National Bank Pakistan is at similar 

performer in average Deposits. 

 

 
 

Figure-6 : Deposits and Their Growth 

 

The figure-A6 the growth rate is defined by taking (2007) 

as a base year and at finding show that as whole of the 

banks have vary growth rate. Now on the base of growth 

Bank of Khyber is 1
st
 performer bank in these year, 2

nd
 

performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 performer is at 

Allied Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd, 5

th
 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank, 6
th
 performer 

is at National Bank Pakistan and 7
th
 performer is at Bank 

of Punjab. On the base of average National Bank 

Pakistan is at 1
st
 performer bank, Habib Bank Ltd is at 

2
nd

 performer, United Bank Ltd is at 3
rd

 performer, 

Muslim Commercial Bank is at 4
th
 performer, Allied 

Bank Ltd is at 5
th
 performer, Bank of Punjab is at 6

th
 

performer and Bank of Khyber is at 7
th
 performer. The 

figure-A6 all result have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, 

(2014) and Ali raza paper only National Bank Pakistan 

is at similar performer in average Deposits. 

 

 

 

Table-A7 : Return on Equity (Values in Thousand) 

 
Source: Financial statement analysis of banks (2007-

2012). 

 

In the above table-A7 the average ratio of equity is 

finding that the Bank of Punjab is at top performer with 

a maximum ratio of equity, 2
nd

 performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank, 3
rd

 performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 

4
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd, 5

th
 performer is at 

National Bank Pakistan, 6
th
 performer is at Habib Bank 

Ltd and 7
th
 performer is at Bank of Khyber. The table-

A7 are 4
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd and 5

th
 

performer is at National Bank Pakistan in average ratio 

of equity have similar in the Faisal Abbas paper 4
th
 

performer is at United Bank Ltd, 5
th
 performer is at 

National Bank Pakistan and all result have similar to 

Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014). 

 

 
Figure-A7 : Return on Equity 

 

The figure-A7 the average ratio of equity is finding that 

the Bank, Bank of Punjab is at top performer with a 

maximum ratio of equity, 2
nd

 performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank, 3
rd

 performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 

4
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd, 5

th
 performer is at 

National Bank Pakistan, 6
th
 performer is at Habib Bank 

Ltd and 7
th
 performer is at Bank of Khyber. The figure-

A7 are United Bank Ltd is at 4
th
 performer and National 

Bank Pakistan is at 5
th
 performer in average ratio of 

equity have similar in the Faisal Abbas paper United 

Bank Ltd is at 4
th
 performer and National Bank Pakistan 

is at 5
th
 performer and all result have similar to Zamrad, 

& Ilyas, (2014).  
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Table –A8 : Total Fixed Assets and Their Growth (Values in 

Thousand) 

 

 
Source: Financial statement analysis of banks (2007-

2012). 

 

According to the table-A8 the growth rate are defined by 

taking (2007) as a base year with measuring of a year 

(2012). By allocating the data of the banking on the base 

of average total fixed assets 1
st
 performer is at National 

Bank Pakistan, 2
nd

 performer is at United Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 

performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at 

Muslim Commercial Bank, 5
th

 performer is at Allied 

Bank Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7

th
 

performer is at Bank of Khyber and another hand as 

whole growth rate of the banking are good but vary from 

every one. On the base of growth rate Bank of Khyber is 

leading bank, 2
nd

 performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 

performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at 

United Bank Ltd, 5
th
 performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank, 6
th
 performer is at and 7th performer 

is at Bank of Punjab. The table-A8 all result have similar 

to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and Faisal Abbas paper have 

similar the average total fixed assets National Bank 

Pakistan, United Bank Ltd and Allied Bank Ltd have at 

matching position. 

 

 
Figure-A8 : Total Fixed Assets and Their Growth. 

 

In the above figure-A8 the growth are defined by taking 

(2007) as a base year with measuring of a year (2012). 

By allocating the data of the banking on the base of 

average total fixed assets National Bank Pakistan is 1
st
 

performer bank, 2
nd

 performer is at United Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 

performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at 

Muslim Commercial Bank, 5
th
 performer is at Allied 

Bank Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7

th
 

performer is at Bank of Khyber. The figure-A8 all result 

have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and Faisal 

Abbas paper have few similarity in average total fixed 

assets National Bank Pakistan, United Bank Ltd and 

Allied Bank Ltd have at matching position.  

 

Table-9 : Return on Operating Fixed Assets 

 

 
Source: Financial statement analysis (2007-2012). 

 

According to the table-A9 result show that the Return on 

Operating Fixed Assets of the banking are vary, on the 

base of average ratio Bank of Punjab is a top performer 

bank, 2
nd

 performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank, 3
rd

 

performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at Bank 

of Khyber, 5
th
 performer is at National Bank Pakistan, 

6
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd and 7

th
 performer is 

at Allied Bank Ltd. The table-A9 all result have similar 

to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and Faisal Abbas paper only 

Muslim Commercial Bank at similar performer in 

operating fixed assets. 

 

 
Figure-A9 :  Return on Operating Fixed Assets 

 

The figure-A9 result show that Return on Operating 

Fixed Assets of the banks are vary, on the base of 

average ratio Bank of Punjab is at 1
st
 performer bank, 2

nd
 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank, Bank, 3
rd

 

performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at Bank 

of Khyber, 5
th
 performer is at National Bank Pakistan, 

6
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd and 7

th
 performer is 

at Allied Bank Ltd. The figure-A9 all result have similar 

to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014) and Faisal Abbas paper only 
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Muslim Commercial Bank, Bank at similar performer in 

operating fixed assets. 

 

Table-A10 : Total Assets of the Banks and Their Growth 

(Values in Thousand) 

 

 
Source: financial statements analysis (2007-2012). 

 

In the above table-A10 the growth rate of the banks is 

calculated by taking 2007 as a basis year and find that 

Bank of Khyber is a top (first) bank in growth during 

these years, 2
nd

 performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 

performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 4
th
 performer is at 

United Bank Ltd, 5
th
 performer is at National Bank 

Pakistan, 6
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7

th
 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank. The banks 

having higher average total assets top performer is at 

National Bank Pakistan, 2
nd

 performer is at Habib Bank 

Ltd, 3
rd

 performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank, 4
th
 

performer is at United Bank Ltd, 5
th
 performer is at ABL, 

6
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7

th
 performer is at 

Bank of Khyber. One of the important factors is that as 

whole the banks have positive growth rate but the 

average total assets of the banks and growth rate of the 

banks are vary. The results have similarities with Ali 

raza, Faisal Abbas have the similar position National 

Bank Pakistan is at position top in average total assets 

and all result have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014). 

 

 
Figure-A10 :  Total Assets of the Banks and Their Growth 

 

The figure-A10 National Bank Pakistan is top bank in 

average total assets during these year, 2
nd

 performer is at 

Habib Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 performer is at Muslim Commercial 

Bank, 4
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd, 5

th
 performer 

is at Allied Bank Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab 

and 7
th
 performer is at Bank of Khyber. One of the 

significant factors is that as whole the banks have 

positive growth rate but the average assets of the banks 

and growth rate of the banks are vary. Figure-A10 the 

results have similarities with Ali raza, Faisal Abbas have 

the similar position National Bank Pakistan is at position 

one in average total assets and all result have similar to 

Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014). 

 

Table-A11 : Return on Total Asset (Values in Thousand) 

 

 
Source : Financial statement analysis of banks (2001-

2012). 

 

According to the above table-A11 the Return on Assets 

are specified for the period of (2007 to 2012) for the 

commercial banks of Pakistan which have previously 

mentioned on the basis of financial ratio Bank of Punjab 

is 1
st
 bank in Return on Assets during these year with 

average ratio is (2.5183), 2
nd

 performer is at Muslim 

Commercial Bank, 3
rd

 performer is at National Bank 

Pakistan, 4
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd, 5

th
 

performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at 

Habib Bank Ltd and 7
th
 performer is at Bank of Khyber 

and all result have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014). 

 

 
Figure –A02 : Return on total assets 

 

The figure-A11 Return on Assets are specified for the 

period of 2007-2012 for the commercial banks of 

Pakistan which have previously carefully chosen on the 

basis of financial ratio Bank of Punjab is top bank in 

Return on Assets during these year with average is 
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(2.5183), 2
nd

 performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank, 

3
rd

 performer is at National Bank Pakistan, 4
th
 performer 

is at United Bank Ltd, 5
th
 performer is at Allied Bank 

Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at Habib Bank Ltd and 7

th
 

performer is at Bank of Khyber and all result have 

similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014). 

 

Table-A12 : Total Equity and Their Growth (Values in 

thousand) 

 

 
Source: Financial statement analysis of banks (2007-

2012). 

 

According to the above table-A12 the average equity of 

the banks is finding thus National Bank Pakistan is a top 

performer with maximum average of equity, 2
nd

 

performer is at Habib Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 performer is at 

Muslim Commercial Bank, 4
th
 performer is at United 

Bank Ltd, 5
th
 performer is at Allied Bank Ltd, 6

th
 

performer is at Bank of Punjab and 7
th
 performer is at 

Bank of Khyber. Another side the growth rate are 

defined on by taking (2007) as a basis year United Bank 

Ltd is top bank in growth rate, 2
nd

 performer is at Allied 

Bank Ltd. 3
rd

 performer is at Habib Bank Ltd. 4
th
 

performer is at Muslim Commercial Bank, 5
th
 performer 

is at Bank of Khyber, 6
th
 performer is at National Bank 

Pakistan and 7
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab with bad 

growth rate. The results have similar with the research 

result of Faisal Abbas paper and Zamrad, & Ilyas, 

(2014). 

 

 
Figure-A12 : Total Equity and Their Growth. 

 

The figure-A12 the average equity of the banks is 

finding thus National Bank Pakistan is a top performer 

with maximum average of equity, 2
nd

 performer is at 

Habib Bank Ltd, 3
rd

 performer is at Muslim Commercial 

Bank, 4
th
 performer is at United Bank Ltd, 5

th
 performer 

is at Allied Bank Ltd, 6
th
 performer is at Bank of Punjab 

and 7
th
 performer is at Bank of Khyber and all result 

have similar to Zamrad, & Ilyas, (2014). 

 

Table-A13 : Pakistani Commerical Banks Based on Fananical 

Perfomances 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

According to the overhead analysis it is determined that 

the central indication of this research is to observe that 

the  banks are using the ratio in their equity and assets 

and displays the financial perfommance commercial 

banks of pakistan.The present study result show that 

experiential the commercial banks of pakistan basis on 

their total average equity, total average assets, total 

operatng fixed assets, average to deposits, average 

advances to assets, average to total investment and  the 

financial ratio’s means that the Return on assets, Return 

on operating fixed asstes, Return on equity, Return on 

advances to assets ratio, Investment to total assets ratio 

and Return on deposits ratio. Now on the based of 

average total assets, advances,deposits total equity,total 

operating fixed assets, average total investment and and 

National Bank Pakistan is at first position, second 

position is at Habib Bank Limited, third position is at 

Muslim Commercial Bank, fourth position is at United 

Bank Limited, fifth position is at Allied Bank Limited, 

sisth position is at Bank of Punjab and seventh position 

is at Bank of Khyber. The overall banks getting leading  

position frequently are measured top performer bank is 

National Bank Pakistan. 
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